Decor Checklist
"telling love stories and crashing parties"

2020 has been one hell
of a year am I Right?
HI! Hello! Welcome!

It's me Amanda Rose! Your wedding and event design and decor
specialist!
Listen....as both a professional in the wedding industry AND a 2020
bride myself.. I legit 150% understand and can relate to all of you out
there trying to figure out what's next. One of my goals is to empower
those around me with the tools, knowledge and resources so that they
can create the big day they have always envisioned.
But...for so many of us those initial ideas are a bit shot to S*** now right?
That is exactly how I felt back in April when my now husband and I decided to legally tie the knot in a simple park ceremony near our
home ( which we couldn't be happier that we did) and post pone our reception.
Defeated..YES..Frustrated..YES..Unsure of what was next...YES
Not only for myself but for all of the couples that I have partnered with to use design to create their special day in the year 2020. Here is
the thing though... LOVE CONQUERS all, it simply does so we adapt, we change our plans and we create something beautiful in a
different way or on a different date. This may mean doing more ourselves, using our own spaces, maybe creating decor and re-hiring
new vendors. There are so many moving parts to planning a wedding let alone re-planning a wedding during or planning for after a
pandemic ( which we don't really know when will end right?). This does not mean that events don't happen, this doesn't mean that we
don't find ways to celebrate love. This means we do our best to accommodate the rules and regulations to keep ourselves and family safe
while still being able to create a new version of what we envisioned. OR it means we have additional time with a new date to further
expand the ideas we started with!
As a event designer in the industry with experience as a 2020 bride, I want to be able to share some of my knowledge and a piece of my
process to make sure you aren't sacrificing your vision while adapting to what could be our new "normal". This checklist specifically
focuses on decor and items that contribute to the atmosphere of your event! By no means is this every item and by no means are these
the ONLY items. Each and every event is different ( as it should be no two love stories are the same) so take from it what fits your vision.
This checklist is the launch of future wedding tools I am creating for couples to assist in the preparations for whatever type of celebration
they are planning to kick off the next chapter in their love story. If you want to make sure you receive all future FREEBIES don't forget to
opt in for my emails and newsletters to come!
Alright here we go! Enjoy the list below and please fee free to reach out at anytime if you want to chat about how to take your inspiration
and translate it into the concept for your big day!

Cheers! Slainte! Salud!
-Amanda

Ceremony

The Basics for Your Ceremony

The Altar

The altar is different at each venue. At some places you could be starting with a blank canvas and at others there could be structures in place.
Here are a few things to consider:
Arch way : An archway FRAMES the altar and those standing at it.
Creating an actual ARCH way
Decor to accent an existing ARCH way
Backdrops: A backdrop sits behind the couple.
Podium or Furnishings at the altar to host unity candles and extras for the ceremony.
Decor to Vignette the Altar: A vignette at the altar would include larger decor items that sit on the ground but add detail, color and
texture to the altar.
Stationary
Programs : Programs can come in many forms. They can come in a traditional printed paper format or created to act as a fan or another
element for the guests.
In Memory Of..: One element that is always a sweet sentiment to include is a "reserved" seat for those who have passed and cannot be
physically present. You can also consider this in the "signage" category.

The Aisle

The Aisle is another opportunity for you to bring decor and personality to the design of your event. A few rules of thumb to remember. Make sure
that any decor you add makes sense functionally. Do not block or create tripping hazards down the aisle or the rows for your guests. Sometimes
less is more, so consider using decor on every other or spread out rhythmically down the aisle. Create a pattern, this is generally appealing to our
sense of aesthetics and also keeps circulation clear. If possible try and think or use items that can then be used elsewhere for the reception. It's
always great when you can get the most out of each and every piece of decor! Here are some things to consider making sure you have for your
aisle:
Chairs-- OF COURSE!
With coordinating linens if needed. This could include full covers or sashes.
Hanging Chair Details
This would entail decor that hangs on the edge of your chairs along the aisle.
Aisle Grounders
This is the decor that sits at the last chair in the rows setup for the aisle. These are normally something that coordinates to your total decor
concept.
Aisle Runner
These are not as common as they used to be, but I would also consider the detail that sits along the aisle near the chairs in this category.

signage

The signage for the Ceremony varies depending on your venue and space for your event! Here are some ideas to get you started:
Directional Signage
This could be to direct guests to where the ceremony space is, normally from the entrance of a venue or from the parking location.
Welcome to the Wedding of...Signage
Unplugged Ceremony
If your asking your guests to not use their phones or camera during the ceremony to stay out of the way of your photographer.
"Pick a seat not a side..."
Quotes
Down the aisle you can do smaller signs that reflect your favorite love quotes.
Reserved Seating
Signs that reserve seats for immediate family or specific guests.

Ceremony

Graphic References

Pro Tip #1:

When deciding what decor to add
to your ceremony consider the
amount of time your ceremony will
last, if your decor can be moved and
used for another purpose during the
event, what information do you
want your guests to know that they
may not get from the ceremony,
and what are the MOST important
elements to be included in this
special moment.

Cocktails

The Basics for Your Cocktail Hour

Cocktail Space

Some events will have a totally different space for cocktail hour, some will share the dining space with cocktail hour, and some events won't even
have a cocktail hour! All of these scenarios are 100% determined by what fits your vision. Here are a few things to consider for cocktail hour spaces:
Cocktail height Tables
Cocktail Table linens
Table Cloth
Sash
Runner
Lounge Furniture
This is an extra item if your working with a space that allows you to bring in some unique pieces to create lounge spaces for your guests.
Decor for Cocktail Tables
My suggestion is to keep this simple...Being that these tables are smaller you don't want to fill them up to a point where your guests can't use
them to set their drink and comfortably eat their appetizers.
Main Decor Element(s): I would use one medium size OR three much smaller sized items
Votives
Base: I would say this is optional because the tables are smaller.
Extras Ideas: You could do small framed photos of the couple, quotes, or an idea coordinating to the decor and venue.

Booze & Bar

There is no surprise to what the main purpose of a cocktail hour is...It is to give the couple sometime to ether spend sometime with their
photographer to get some additional images after the ceremony and/ or some time for the couple to casually mingle with their guests between
the more formal parts of their event. Regardless, for the guests this means the bar is open and appetizers are on deck! Here are a few things to
consider for your cocktail hour space:
Bar Structure
Most venues already come with this built in but if your working with a tent or blank canvas you will need to make sure to rent a bar
structure. If you are doing a SELF SERVE station your list of items will be much longer in preparing. you may have larger structures holding
pre-bottled beverages.
Cups
Most likely provided by your bar tending service, but DOUBLE CHECK! You can always provide glasses for your guests as a favor also!
Containers for fixings and garnishes:
Most likely provided by your bar tending service. If your doing self serve your containers will need to be decided for each beverage.
Bar Tools
Most likely provided by your bar tending service. If you are doing a self serve station you will want to make sure these tools are easy for your
guests to locate.

signage

Cocktail hour is a time of transition with the bar open. This transition time could need a few elements to keep your guests moving through the
event as you've planned. Here are a few things to consider:
Cocktail Space Signage
Directional Signage
What to do"--Letting your guests know about any activities you have planned for cocktail hour
Bar Signage
What's on tap / Bar menu
Specialty Drinks
Tip ( with jar if needed)

Cocktails
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Pro Tip #2:

When it comes to the bar
both for cocktail hour and the
reception, don't feel like you
have to offer EVERY SINGLE
type of beverage. Consider
choosing one or two
signatures, one white, one red
and one beer.

Many Bar tending services will have a
bar structure that you can rent along
with their services. Also check out
your table and chair rental company
for more options. Don't be afraid of
self serve stations/ or pre-filled
options for cocktail hour especially
ether. Pre-filled Champaign classes
on a decorative wall are a classy and
user friendly option for your guests.

Reception

The Basics for Your Reception

Basics

When planning an event the MAIN rentals will consist of the "Big Stuff". For each event this is different, in some cases the venue may provide many
of what is on this first list. However, when creating your own space you may be required to collect some of these big items from a rental vendor.
Here are a few things to get you started:
Venue ( if applicable)
Making sure to have a space locked down
Tents ( if applicable)
Main Tent
Catering Tent ( Sometimes it makes the most sense to have a separate covered space for your caterer to work.)
Tables For...
Dining Tables : Consider a blend of round and rectangular dining tables. If you have the ability to mix them you create an opportunity to
showcase table scapes AND round centerpieces. Sometimes this will also aid in creating the right spatial layout.
Head Table
Cake Table
Specialty Dessert Table ( This could be a candy bar, doughnut bar exc.)
Guestbook & Cardbox Table
Seating Chart / Place cards Table
Favor Table If needed ( Placing favors at each seat is also a possibility)
Additional Tables: Have you chosen to add anything else custom to your event? ( memorial table, meet the bridal party table).
Chairs
Dining Chairs for Guests
Special Chairs for Couple/ Head Table : It's not that these HAVE to be different its just an option to create a difference in design.
Dance Floors
Lighting
Lighting may already be built into the venue ( of course ) but for a blank canvas space you may need to supplement.
Perimeter Lighting / Ambient : EX. multiple strands of Bistro - This type of lighting is SUPER important.
Accent / Decorative Lighting: Ex. Chandeliers
Trash & Recycling
Bathrooms

Checking - In

When your guests are coming into your reception space there are normally a few stops along the way. This category includes guestbooks, card
boxes, "where do I go", and extra activities for your guests to learn more about you!
Seating Chart OR Place-cards
You can use both if you feel necessary. In that case, I would consider making the place cards PART of the seating chart by making them
remove-able for the guests to take them to their seats.
Guest Book
Card Box
Date Night Jar
Advice for the Couple

*Some of the options you will see in the "Extras" categories could also be used during the transition to the reception.

Reception
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Pro Tip #3:

In my experience it is always
easiest to rent as many of the
"big Items" from the same
vendor. HOWEVER, do not be
afraid of using multiple to
capture your vision. Some
vendors specialize in vintage
rentals but won't have your
tent. Get recommendations
from your vendors for some of
their partner professionals!

Reception

The Basics for Your Reception

Centerpieces

Centerpieces are one of the most FUN parts of the decor. The concept for the centerpieces helps to drive all the additional decor used
throughout the rest of the space. Depending on the type of tables you choose your centerpieces may be better fitted for a round table OR better
fitted for a table scape. Keep in mind EVERY decor concept can be adjusted to fit any shape or size table.
Base
Just like a rug in a room the BASE of your centerpiece grounds it within in the table. It acts as the sort of perimeter for the amount of
space your centerpiece will take up. They don't always need to be an specific item but the organic form of garland/greenery can work to!
Votive & Candle
Main Elements
My suggestion is to stick to odd numbers so one main element, three combined elements or a mixture of 5. The key to using multiple
elements is to vary them in height.
They do not have to be all DIFFERENT elements, they can be the same in concept just differ in height. Example: Three mason jars of
different sizes. OR A lantern, a small mason jar and a small dish.
Filler Elements
This would be the parts of the centerpiece that FILL your main decor elements mentioned above. This includes florals, candles, smaller
filler such as rocks or stones, branches the list goes on!
Table Number
Can be a separate element or built into the centerpiece to conserve space.
Don't be afraid to get creative and do something more non-traditional. Use places instead of numbers, or any type of category that
customizes it to your vision! It could be anything from Beer brands to Places you have traveled!

Table Settings
Dining Table Settings consist of the items on the actual dinning tables. While your level of detail with each place setting can vary here are some
basics to get you started:
Table Linens
Table Cloth
Table Runner - Would not combine with an overlay
Table Overlay
Napkins
Cutlery
Dish Sets
Your catering company will most likely provide, but you may have options so DOUBLE CHECK!
If you are doing a buffet style dinner ( limited with COVID now but...) you may not have dishes at each seat. However, if your debating don't
think it as a waste. It is nice if guests can take their plates from their own seat to the buffet versus grabbing them from the pile in line.
Drinking Glasses / Water Goblets
Your catering company will most likely provide.
Chargers
These can bring a balanced amount of color or texture to the dining table without taking up much more space than your guests plates
already use.
Favors ( if your using them at each seat )
Stationary
Menus : Super helpful when your doing a multiple course meal.
Place Card : May be required if your doing a plated dinner ( more common now with COIVD).
Thank you message: These are always nice to already have at the seats of your guests. Keep in mind you can also do this as an attachment to
your favors.
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Pro Tip #4:

HAVE FUN with your
centerpieces and table
settings. These are the two
categories that your guests
will sit in front of the most so
make it personal!

Reception

The Basics for Your Reception
The Extras

There are a TON of extras you can include in the decor for your reception! Here are a few to get you started:
Kid Activities
Coloring Books
Bubbles
Kids Table
Kids activity book
Lawn Games
Corn Hole
Jenga
Tic Tac Toe
Ring Toss
Sparklers
Just be very careful with sparklers!
Memorial Table
In memory of those who have passed.
Meet the Bridal Party
Introductions in typed format for each member of the bridal party for guests to read.
Dancing Shoes
Providing flip flops or another type of shoe for your guests to dance with through the night.
A bucket or container for the shoes and a sign will give your guests enough info.
Blankets for cold weather
If you're hosting an event outside during cooler months providing blankets for your guests to use is a nice addition.
Umbrellas
While we hope there is not any rain for your big day (if it there is a chance that it could alter your plans )it's always best to be prepared! PLUS
clear umbrellas make adorable photos!
Photo Booth
Rented Booth OR DIY Booth
Props
Book for guests to put photos in if you plan on keeping them
Specialty Food Bars
This can range from a Smores Bar, Doughnut Bar, Ice Cream bar, Taco bar, Chili Bar whatever type of bar incorporates your favorite foods!

Recp. Signage
There are a variety of other signage options that you can include at the reception. Some signage will be similar to other categories of the big
day but here are some additional options:
Menu and Food Descriptions
Social Media / Hashtags
Signage to describe any of the "Extras"
Directional Signage
Events Itinerary
Dance Floor this Way
Couples Details ( Dates )
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Pro Tip #5

The extras are just that, they
are extra. If you're considering
doing a few extra things
consider what you would like
to have to do, to eat, or to play
as a guest at a wedding.
What type of additional info
represented in signage
maybe helpful?
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Thank you for checking out my Decor Basics FREEBIE! I hope that
you find this list helpful in getting the items together for your big
day! Don't forget, this is one of many to launch from the studio so if
you're interested in getting a heads up make sure to opt in for our
up and coming newsletters and email exclusive FREEBIES!
Until Next Time..

Cheers! Slainte! Salud
Amanda

